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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Lucy Ann Canary (1849-1922) was born in Indiana. She and Peter A. Canary (1849-1925), born in Indiana, married in 1875. Peter worked as a solicitor for a newspaper, while Lucy was a homemaker. Together they had 3 children, Byron (abt.1877), Mabel (1878) Elizabeth (1891), and resided in Marion as well as Johnson County for the duration of their life.

Sources:

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection contains 1 letter to Peter A. Canary from his cousin, 1 letter from Byron Canary to his father Peter, 5 letters written to Lucy Canary from her husband Peter, 1 letter from Peter to his daughter Elizabeth Canary, 1 letter to Lucy from her sister Ellen, and 1 letter to Elizabeth Canary from her grandmother. They range from August to November of 1898, with the date of one letter being unknown. Most of the content is updates from Peter to Lucy while he is away from home for work, while other letters contain family related updates.
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